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O R D E R 
 

 
 

 Both the appeals above arised out of the same impugned 

order of the first appellate authority are taken up together, heard and 

decided by this common order for sake of convenience and to avoid 

conflicting opinion, if any. 

 S.A. No.35(C) of 2001-02 is at the instance of dealer, 

whereas S.A. No.37(C) of 2001-02 is at the instance of Revenue, both 

are against the order of the first appellate authority in an assessment 

u/r.12(5) of the Central Sales Tax Rules, 1957 (hereinafter referred to 

as, the CST(O) Rules).  

2. Laconic facts of the case giving rise to the present appeals 

are, the dealer M/s. OCL India Ltd., a limited company engaged in 

manufacture of cement and refractories was subjected to assessment 

u/r.12(5)CST(O) Rules for the period of assessment 1998-99. The 

assessing authority raised extra tax demand of Rs.66,66,664.00 vide 

his order dtd.20.01.2000. The dealer challenged the order of assessing 

authority before the first appellate authority who in turn re-determined 

the liability and reduced the same to Rs.1,45,484.00.  

3. Being aggrieved, Revenue has called the impugned order 

in question against the reduction of demand with a prayer to re-impose 

the order of assessing authority, whereas on the other hand, the dealer 

with a prayer of further relief has preferred appeal for deletion of entire 

tax due and penalty raised on the strength of impugned order. 

4. The disputed questions between the parties as per rival 

contentions may be summarized under following heads for 

convenience and better appreciation of the facts and law involved in 

this appeal. 

5. Appeal is heard with Cross Objection. In the cross 

objection, the dealer has supported the findings of the first appellate 

authority as just and proper. 



6. The bone of contention of the dealer‟s appeal is sufficient 

opportunity was not provided for filing of declaration form „C‟ against 

the claim of concession in rate of tax, this is wrong imposition of 

surcharge u/s.5A of the OST Act treating the rate of tax u/s.8(2)(b) of 

the CST Act. On the other hand, the main contention of the Revenue 

is, the cost of freight though separately charged, but should be 

included in the sale price for the purpose of levy of tax in the case in 

hand.  

 Pertinent to mention here that, in the hearing the dealer 

through its representing Counsel conceded to not press the grounds in 

appeal  taken like non-extension of proper opportunity to furnish 

declaration form „C‟ and levy of surcharge at higher rates. As a result, 

the appeal of the dealer virtually stood infructuous. In consequence 

thereof, the counter appeal became remained in hand with only one 

question for decision like:- whether the first appellate authority has 

committed wrong in holding that, freight charged separately depicted 

on the bill as not a part of sale price in the facts and circumstances of 

the case in hand?  

7. The assessee manufactures cement, clinker, refractory 

bricks and mortar and sales these goods inside and outside the State 

of Odisha and export as well. For the assessment year 1998-99, the 

assessing authority found the dealer has not included the freight, 

delivery and installation which are separately charged to the customer 

including in the GTO. He considered an amount of Rs.2,52,12,900.21 

towards freight should be included in the sale price and as a result 

thereof, he levied tax on CST sale by including the freight charges into 

the sale price. While arriving at the conclusion above, learned 

assessing authority has analysed the agreement entered into between 

the dealer with purchaser M/s. TISCO, Jamshedpur. According to him, 

though ex-works price is mentioned in the contract but it provides 

that, the dealer is responsible for safe arrival of the goods in good 

condition and without loss or damage to the final destination and until 



the same is actually delivered to and received by M/s. TISCO. Goods 

are transported at the risk of dealer and if on inspection on the final 

destination, the buyer discovers any loss in the goods supplied, the 

buyers shall be entitled to refuse acceptance or can reject the goods. 

Similarly, payment is subjected to satisfactory receipt of materials at 

site of the buyer, similar conditions are also noticed in the contract 

executed between the dealer with M/s. Bhilai Steel Plant which 

provides that, inspection at the seller‟s premises shall not release the 

seller from responsibility of replacing free of cost, the defective 

materials which may discovered at the plant site of the purchaser, the 

rejected materials shall be taken back and cost already made shall be 

recovered. These conditions according to the assessing authority are 

the proof that, the venue of sale was the purchasers point, that is the 

point of delivery of goods. Therefore, according to him the sale price 

includes the freight. The sum charged for consignment done in respect 

of the goods at the time or before delivery of goods which includes the 

freight. As against the aforesaid findings of assessing authority, the 

dealer moved before the first appellate authority. In the impugned 

order, the first appellate authority has dealt with the disputed 

questions in the light of number of decisions of the different Hon‟ble 

Courts and Hon‟ble Supreme Court and previous orders passed by this 

Tribunal then, in ultimate analysis, it came to the conclusion that, in 

the case in hand freight charges should not be included in the sale 

price i.e. in consonance to Sec.2(8) of the CST Act. In the result, the 

first appellate authority re-determined the tax liability by excluding the 

freight while determining the sale price under the CST sale. 

8. Before delving into the details of discussion on the basis of 

the nature of transaction and the mandate of statutory provision 

regarding sale price under the CST Act, for sake of brevity, it may be 

stated that, the Revenue has based its appeal on the pleas like, the 

selling dealer/instant dealer had the obligation to deliver the goods at 

the premises of the purchasing dealer and the purchaser had kept 



reserve the right of cancellation of the deal or return the goods or not 

to accept the deal if the goods are not found upto its satisfaction and 

this right of rejection is extended upto the delivery point i.e. the 

purchasing dealers premises, so that the plea of the assessee-dealer 

like, the sale was ex-factory which is reflected in the agreement is not 

correct as it is gathered from the mode of transaction, the intention of 

the party is to complete the sale transaction at the purchasers point. 

So, when the sale point is the delivery point i.e. the purchaser -----, 

then any expenditure incurred before to that including freight is a part 

of sale price.  

 On the other hand, the dealer has raised two fold 

argument, one is, in accordance to the agreement, terms of contract, 

nature of the sale, the invoice depicting the freight separately charged 

is very well explicit and evident that, the sale was ex-works, the sale is 

ex-factory of the dealer. It is only the dealer who has facilitate the 

transportation had charged freight accordingly under separate head 

and this freight charge, the obligation to incur expenditure towards 

freight on the purchasing dealer.  

 In support of its argument, learned Standing Counsel 

placed much reliance in the matter of M/s. Hindustan Sugar Mills 

Ltd. Vrs. State of Rajasthan (1979) 43 STC 13 (SC), Commissioner 

of Custom and Central Excise Aurangabad Vrs. Roofit Industries 

Ltd. 2015 319 ELT 221 SC and in the matter of Black Diamond 

Beverages and Another Vrs. Commercial Tax Officer, Central 

Section Assessing Unit, Calcutta and Others 1998 (I) SCC 458 

relied by the dealer with further authority like C.P. Timber Works Vrs. 

Commissioner of Sales Tax, Madhya Pradesh and Others (1967) 20 

STC 335 (S.C.). Besides, learned Counsel for the dealer has also 

placed many decision of the Tribunal including the decision of this 

Tribunal relating to the self-same dealer deciding self-same issue for 

the previous and subsequent period of assessment to the present 

assessment period (pertaining to mention that the findings of this 



Tribunal relating to the other period of this dealer has decided its 

finality since the Revenue has not challenged the findings but accepted 

it).  

9. Sale price as defined u/s.2(h) of the CST Act reads as 

follows- 

 “(h) “SALE PRICE” means the amount payable to a dealer as 

consideration for the sale of any goods, less any sum 
allowed as cash discount according to the practice 

normally prevailing in the trade, but inclusive of any sum 
charged for anything done by the dealer in respect of the 
goods at the time of or before the delivery thereof other 

than the cost of freight or delivery or the cost of 
installation in cases where such cost is separately 
charged; 

  Provided that in the case of a transfer of property in 

goods (whether as goods or in some other form) involved in 

the execution of a works contract, the sale price of such 
goods shall be determined in the prescribed manner by 
making such deduction from the total consideration for 

the works contract as may be prescribed and such price 
shall be deemed to be the sale price for the purposes of 
this clause.” 

 
The definition as it indicates the cost of freight or delivery or the cost of 

installation certainly represents an amount charged for transportation 

or installation of the goods at the time of or before the delivery thereof 

and would, therefore, fall within the inclusive clause in its plain term 

but it is taken out by the exclusion clause “other than the cost of 

freight or delivery or the cost of installation in cases where such cost is 

separately charged”. The exclusion clause does not operate as an 

exception to the first clause of the definition. It merely enacts an 

exclusion out of the inclusive clause and take out something which 

would otherwise be within the inclusive clause. The interpretation of 

the provision above is taken down from the ratio laid down in 

Hindustan Sugar Mill Ltd. Vrs. State of Rajasthan (1979) 43 STC 13 

(SC). Dealing with a similar situation, the Hon‟ble Apex Court in CCE 

Vrs. Roofit Industries Ltd. (2015) GSTR has held as follows. 



From above, it can very well presume that, the place of removal, in a 

given case, become the determinative factor for the purpose of 

determination of sale price or valuation. Here, it is apt to produce 

other relevant provisions i.e. Sec.19 of Sales of Goods Act, which reads 

as follows:-  

 “19. Property passed when intended to pass.-(1) Where there is 

a contract for the sale of specific or ascertained goods the 
property in them is transferred to the buyer at such time 

as the parties to the contract intend it to be transferred. 
 (2) For the purpose of ascertaining the intention of the parties 

regard shall be had to the terms of the contract, the 

conduct of the parties and the circumstances of the case. 
 (3) Unless a different intention appears, the rules contained 

in Sections 20 to 24 are rules for ascertaining the 

intention of the parties as to the time at which the 
property in the goods is to pass to the buyer. 

 
10. Now, keeping in mind the principle above, when we delve 

into the case in hand, it is found that, the contract between the instant 

dealer and the purchasing dealer is not produced for perusal. Though 

the assessing officer in its order has dealt with the terms of the 

contract but when the contract is not available or could not produced 

by the parties, this Tribunal is not in a safe position to ascertain what 

was the minutes of the agreement between the parties in the case in 

hand so as to throw light, where is the exact point of sale of the goods.  

11. As per the assessing officer as per the contract, the sale 

was ex-works but it is also presumed from the other conditions like:- 

the purchasing dealer reserves right to reject or return the goods if it is 

found not up to the satisfaction as per the contract. So, according to 

him, the sale point is not ex-factory but it is the delivery point. This 

finding cannot be said to be wrong one since, there may be such 

contingencies where the parties to a sale/purchase can agree that the 

sale may be ex-factory or complete at sellers end, even though, the 

same can be cancelled on happening of certain event. On happening of 

a certain contract a contract can be cancelled does not preclude from 

forming an opinion that, the sale is not complete at ex-factory. The 



happening or non-happening of future event can cancel the sale but 

that does not mean the sale is not complete at first point. It is only 

complete, when it is cancelled, this view is not correct. The deciding 

factor is, intention of the parties must be gathered from the terms of 

the contract which is not available before us. The invoice produced for 

perusal as it revealed, freight is charged separately. One peculiar thing 

noticed, when the invoice against different purchasing dealers are 

compared it is found that, in some cases the invoices though contains 

transporting charges separately but after addition of transporting 

charges a deduction was allowed to the purchasing dealer by the 

instant dealer. This is the kind of indicative of presumption that, the 

selling dealer has incurred the transportation charges and sale point is 

not ex-factory.  

 Learned Counsel for the dealer vehemently disputed this 

presumption and argued that, a discount if given at a later period  that 

does not mean sale is not complete ex-factory and that does not mean 

transport charges was not separately raised. We are agree with the 

argument that, this itself is not sufficient to form a definite opinion 

that, the sale point is at purchasing dealer.  

12. The next plank of the argument of the dealer is, the dealer 

has been consistently assessed by accepting the aforesaid view that, 

the freight charge should not be included in the sale price. So, as a 

matter of precedent the authority cannot take a different stand for 

different year. In Bio Pharma Capsules v. Deputy Commissioner of 

Commercial Tax, Government of A.P. (2007) 6 VST 35 (AP), wherein the 

Hon‟ble Court placing reliance on the decision of the Apex Court in 

Radhasoami Satsang v. CIT (1992) 193 ITR 321 (SC) and Godrej & 

Boyce Manufacturing Co. Ltd. has held that, the department should 

not have passed order in view of the fact that, rule of consistency is to 

be applied into the case in hand. In Radhasoami Satsang v. CIT 

(supra), the Apex Court has held as follows.  



 “We are aware of the fact that, strictly speaking, res 
judicata does not apply to income-tax proceedings. Again, 

each assessment year being a unit, what is decided in one 
year may not apply in the following year but where a 

fundamental aspect permeating through the different 
assessment years has been found as a fact one way or the 
other and parties have allowed that position to be 

sustained by not challenging the order, it would not be at 
all appropriate to allow the position to be changed in a 
subsequent year.” 

 
 One cannot brush aside the “Principle of Consistency”, 

which requires that when the facts and circumstances continue to 

remain the same, then there should not be any variation in the 

treatment from earlier year. In Commissioner of Income Tax v. M/s. 

Quest Investment Advisors Pvt. Ltd. under Income Tax Appeal No.280 

of 2016 – High Court of Bombay dealt with “Res Judicata” and 

“Principle of Consistency” as held as under: (i) “Principle of res 

judicata” does not apply in matters pertaining to tax for different 

assessment years. (ii) The duty of the Revenue is to adhere to a 

consistent practice which has been accepted and followed. (iii) 

“Principle of Consistency” can be changed only if there is a change in 

law or facts-not otherwise.” 

 It is apt to mention here that, in Bharat Sanchar Nigam 

Ltd. (supra) the Hon‟ble Court has held as follows.  

 “res judicata does not apply in matters pertaining to tax 

for different assessment years because res judicata 
applies to debar Courts from entertaining issues on the 
same cause of action whereas the cause of action for each 

assessment year is distinct. The Courts will generally 
adopt an earlier pronouncement of the law or a 

conclusion of fact unless there is a new ground urged or a 
material change in the factual position. The reason why 
Courts have held parties to the opinion expressed in a 

decision in one assessment year to the same opinion in a 
subsequent year is not because of any principle of res 
judicata but because of the theory of precedent or the 

precedential value of the earlier pronouncement. Where 
facts and law in a subsequent assessment year are the 

same, no authority whether quasi judicial or judicial can 



generally be permitted to take a different view. This 
mandate is subject only to the usual gateways of 

distinguishing the earlier decision or where the earlier 
decision is per incuriam. However, these are fetters only 

on a coordinate bench which, failing the possibility of 
availing of either of these gateways, may yet differ with 
the view expressed and refer the matter to a bench of 

superior strength or in some cases to a bench of superior 
jurisdiction.” 

13. Thus, for the authoritative pronouncements above, when 

the rule of consistency applied to the case in hand, it can be said that, 

the taxing authority is under obligation to maintain uniformity in the 

inclusion or exclusion of freight in sale price the same dealer in 

different periods under assessment. Resultantly, it is held that, the 

ultimate finding of the first appellate authority in the impugned order 

calls for no interference. 

 Accordingly, it is ordered.  

 The appeal and cross appeal both are dismissed as of no 

merit. 

Dictated & corrected by me, 
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